Abstract. Given a Riemannian manifold (M, g) and a geodesic γ, the perpendicular part of the derivative of the geodesic flow φ t g : SM → SM along γ is a linear symplectic map. We give an elementary proof of the following Franks' lemma, originally found in [7] and [6] : this map can be perturbed freely within a neighborhood in Sp(n) by a C 2 -small perturbation of the metric g that keeps γ a geodesic for the new metric. Moreover, the size of these perturbations is uniform over fixed length geodesics on the manifold. When dim M ≥ 3, the original metric must belong to a C 2 -open and dense subset of metrics.
Introduction
The derivative of a diffeomorphism or flow along an orbit carries substantial information about the dynamics along that orbit. For instance, suppose x is a periodic point for a diffeomorphism f of period n. If the eigenvalues of D x f n have modulus bounded away from 1, then the orbit is called hyperbolic. In this case, provided the eigenvalues have non-zero real part, the Hartman-Grobman theorem states that f n is topologically conjugate to its linearization D x f n in a neighborhood of x. That is, all topological dynamical information is contained in the derivative at the hyperbolic fixed point. One question this type of analysis raises is how the linearization along an orbit depends on the dynamical system. A Franks' lemma is a tool that allows one to freely perturb the derivative of a diffeomorphism or flow along a finite piece of orbit. The name alludes to a lemma proved by John Franks for diffeomorphisms in [9] , in which the desired linear maps along an orbit are pasted in via the exponential map. This type of result is important in the study of stable properties of a dynamical system, since it allows one to equate stablility over perturbations in a space of diffeomorphisms or flows with stability over perturbations in a linear space. Franks' lemmas have since been proven and used in other contexts; see, for instance, [4] for conservative diffeomorphisms, [2] , [10] and [1] for symplectomorphisms, [13] and [5] for flows, [3] for conservative flows, [15] for Hamiltonians, and [7] and [6] for geodesic flows. A priori, more restricted settings are more difficult to work with. For instance, using a Franks' lemma for Hamiltonians, one can perturb the derivative of the geodesic flow along an orbit by perturbing the generating Hamiltonian function, but the new Hamiltonian flow may not be a geodesic flow (coming from a Riemannian metric on a manifold).
This paper provides an elementary proof of the Franks' lemma for geodesic flows on surfaces found in [7] , and its higher-dimensional analogue as found in [6] . In the latter, the author notes that this Franks' lemma is "the main technical difficulty in the paper." One aim of the present paper is to make this result more intuitive.
Let (M, g) be a closed Riemannian manifold, SM the sphere bundle 1 over M , and φ g : R×SM → SM the geodesic flow for the metric g. Since M is compact, there is some length > 0 for which any geodesic segment of length less than has no self-intersections. We will assume for convenience that = 1 (this can be achieved by scaling).
Consider, then, a length-1 geodesic γ, and its pathγ ⊂ SM . Pick local hypersurfaces Σ 0 and Σ 1 in SM that are transverse toγ(t) at t = 0 and t = 1, respectively. This allows us to define a Poincaré map P : Σ 0 ⊃ U → Σ 1 , where U is a neighborhood ofγ(0), taking ξ ∈ U to φ t1 g (ξ), where t 1 is the smallest positive time such that φ t1 g (ξ) ∈ Σ 1 . One can use the Implicit Function Theorem and the fact that φ t g is differentiable to show that P is differentiable, with derivative DP : Tγ (0) Σ 0 → Tγ (1) Σ 1 .
The map DP contains information about the dynamics along γ. If γ is closed (i.e.γ(T ) =γ(0) for some T > 0), and Σ 1 = Σ 0 , then the eigenvalues of DP determine whether γ is hyperbolic, elliptic, degenerate, or otherwise. For a closed orbit, this is an invariant of the section Σ 0 chosen, since a different section yields a new map that is linearly conjugate to the original and therefore has the same eigenvalues. For non-closed geodesic segments as above, we will consider only hypersurfaces orthogonal toγ, which allows us make sense of DP as a linear symplectic map (since φ t g preserves a symplectic form). Moreover, putting coordinates on a neighborhood of γ will allow us to write DP as an element of Sp(n) = {A ∈ M at 2n (R)|A T JA = J}, where
We first consider a Franks' lemma for geodesic flows on surfaces, where the proof techniques are particularly simple and apply to any metric. Let M be a compact manifold, and G r (M ) the set of C r metrics on M equipped with the C r topology. For a given path γ on M , let G r γ (M ) be the set of C r metrics on M for which γ is a geodesic. The following theorem ("Franks' lemma for geodesic flows on surfaces") states that on any surface (S, g), the linear map DP along any length-1 geodesic segment can be freely perturbed in a neighborhood inside Sp(1) by a C 2 -small perturbation of the metric.
Theorem 1 ([7]
). Let g ∈ G 4 (S) and let U be a neighborhood of g in G 2 (S). Then there exists δ = δ(g, U) > 0 such that for any simple geodesic segment γ of length 1, each element of B(DP (γ, g), δ) ⊂ Sp(1) is realizable as DP (γ,g) for someg ∈ U ∩ G γ (S). Moreover, for any tubular neighborhood W of γ and any finite set F of transverse geodesics, the support of the perturbation can be contained in W \ V for some small neighborhood V of the transverse geodesics F.
A couple of notes on the statement of the theorem. Distance in Sp(1) comes from using coordinates to identify it with R 3 (and the Euclidean norm on R 3 ), while the C 2 distance in the space of metrics comes from fixing a coordinate system and using the C 2 norm on the metric matrix component functions. Theorem 1 states that δ can be chosen uniformly over all geodesics of length 1-it depends only on the metric g (more specifically, the bounds on its curvature), and the neighborhood U. As noted in [7] , this can be relaxed to geodesics of length in some interval [a, b] , but then δ = δ(g, U, a, b) depends on the upper and lower bounds of the length. The assumption that the original metric is C 4 is used to imply that the curvature K is C 2 , which is needed for the estimates of Lemma 5.
1 The geodesic flow is usually defined on the unit tangent bundle, but this space is not preserved under perturbations of the metric. It is clear that the sphere bundle can be naturally identified with the unit tangent bundle for any metric, however, and we will make this identification when talking about SM .
The proof techniques for Theorem 1 can be generalized to higher dimensions, but not for every metric. In particular, we need the dynamics of the geodesic flow along γ to do some of the work for us, since the higher-dimensional analogues of the perturbations that we use to prove Theorem 1 do not produce a full dimensional ball in Sp(n). The suitable metrics constitute the set G 1 , which is proven to be C 2 open and C ∞ dense in G 2 (M ) in [6] .
Then there exists δ = δ(g, U) > 0 such that for any simple geodesic segment γ of length 1, each element of B(DP (γ, g), δ) ⊂ Sp(n) is realizable as DP (γ,g) for someg ∈ U ∩ G γ (M ). Moreover, for any tubular neighborhood W of γ and any finite set F of transverse geodesics, the support of the perturbation can be contained in W \ V for some small neighborhood V of the transverse geodesics F.
F. Klok proved a similar result in [12] , where he is in fact able to perturb the k-jet of the Poincaré map along any geodesic in any direction for a C k+1 -open and dense set of metrics. This result does not contain the uniformity of the size of the perturbation over the choice of geodesic, however, which is a necessary component for [7] and [6] .
This result can be applied to segments along any finite-length geodesic (e.g. closed geodesics) to assemble a perturbation over the whole geodesic. Such a geodesic may intersect itself many times on the manifold, and in order to keep the curve γ a geodesic in the new metric, one should avoid changing the metric at the intersection points. In this case, the second statement in Theorems 1 and 2 regarding the support of these perturbations is important in order to assemble them along a closed (or finite length) geodesic, as done in [7] and [6] , to yield Corollary 3. Since a closed geodesic may have non-integer length, we recall that the above theorems can be applied to geodesics of length ∈ [a, b], with δ = δ(g, U, a, b) depending on the upper and lower bounds of the length. [7] ). Let g be as in Theorem 1 or 2, and let U be a neighborhood of g in G 2 (M ). Then there exists δ = δ(g, U) > 0 such that for any prime closed geodesic γ, there is an integer m = m(γ) > 0 such that γ is the concatanation of segments γ 1 , . . . γ m and any element of the product of the balls of radius δ about DP (γ i , g) in Sp(n) m is realizable as
Note that now the uniformity of the perturbation shows up as the radius of a ball in Sp(n) m , whose volume decreases as m grows (for δ < 1). That is, the size of the perturbation along the geodesic γ is proportional to the number of pieces it must be cut up into to apply Theorem 1 or 2 (along with, as above, g, U, and the length of the pieces of geodesic).
Proof of Franks' lemma for geodesic flows on surfaces
This section contains a proof of Theorem 1, using Jacobi fields as the intermediary between the dynamics along γ (i.e. the map DP ) and the Riemannian metric on a surface S.
Theorem 1 ([7]
The proof is organized as follows. We construct three curves of metrics in G 2 (S) passing through g with the property that the images of these curves in Sp(1) under the map DP (γ, ·) :
span the tangent space at DP (γ, g). Then the Inverse Function Theorem provides the desired open ball. In Section 2.1, we use a relation between the map DP = DP (γ, g) and Jacobi fields along γ to effect a desired perturbation to DP ∈ Sp(1) by a C 0 -small perturbation of the curvature k along γ. In Section 2.2, we build a metricg that has the perturbed curvature along γ with the perturbation supported in an arbitrarily small tubular neighborhood of γ, and show thatg is C 2 -close to the original metric g. Then, in Section 2.3, we show that we can avoid perturbing the metric in a small neighborhood of a finite set of transverse geodesics by switching off and on the perturbation of k very quickly, having a very small effect on Jacobi field values (negligable compared to the size of perturbations).
Assume that for every geodesic segment of length 1 on (S, g), the Jacobi field a defined by a(0) = 1, a (0) = 0 is uniformly bounded away from zero on γ (the uniformity is over all such geodesic segments); this can be done because the curvature K takes a maximum value on the compact surface S. Further, assume that the injectivity radius of S is at least 2, so that every geodesic segment of length 1 will necessarily be non-self-intersecting. All of this can be achieved by scaling.
A special set of coordinates is well-adapted to studying the dynamics of φ t g along a fixed geodesic, which we will define here more generally on an (n + 1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g). Given a non self-intersecting geodesic γ of finite length, say from γ(0) to γ(1), define a set of Fermi coordinates in a tubular neighborhood of γ as follows. At t = 0, choose a set of n vectors {e i } so that {γ, e 1 , . . . , e n } is an orthonormal basis at T γ(0) M , and parallel transport this basis to create a frame {γ(t), e 1 (t), . . . , e n (t)} along γ. Exponentiating this frame onto the manifold yields a map
x i e i (t) .
Since this map has full rank at Φ(t; 0), it is a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood U of γ, and so defines coordinates (t; x 1 , . . . , x n ) on U .
2.1.
Perturbing DP by perturbing k. On the surface S, fix a set of Fermi coordinates {(t, x)} along γ, with coordinate neighborhood U . A normal Jacobi field along γ(t) = (t, 0) is a multiple of ∂ ∂x , and so can be written J(t) ∂ ∂x with J(t) a scalar. The map DP = DP (γ, g) takes the following form on a normal Jacobi field J along γ ( [14] ):
We will write the pair (J(t), J (t)) as a column vector below, which makes DP into a 2 × 2 matrix. Let a be the Jacobi field defined by a(0) = 1, a (0) = 0 and b the Jacobi field defined by b(0) = 0,
Since DP ∈ Sp(1) and dim Sp(1) = 3, one can write b (1) in terms of a(1), a (1), and b(1), we will be concerned only with perturbing these latter three values.
Assume that the length of γ is short enough that a is uniformly (over all such γ) bounded away from 0 by a lb > 0. Given a nondegenerate solution of a second order ordinary differential equation, a standard reduction of order procudure allows one to write down any other solution in terms of the first. Applied to the Jacobi equation, this yields:
Lemma 4 (e.g., [8] ). Given any non-singular Jacobi field a(t) along γ, any other Jacobi field z(t) along γ can be written as
for some constants c 1 , c 2 .
The constants c 1 and c 2 can be determined by the initial conditions on z; for the Jacobi field b, we have c 1 = 1 and c 2 = 0. Let C > 0 be a constant such that, for > 0 small enough, we can choose three positive C ∞ functions ψ i : [0, 1] → R with the following properties:
Note that it is possible to find such functions because the support of ψ i is independent of . Letã i = a − ψ i , as shown in Figure 1 . Declaringã i to be a Jacobi field along γ determines a new curvature functionk i along γ and a Jacobi fieldb i with initial conditionsb i (0) = 0,b i (0) = 1. The perturbationã 1 has the property that
The perturbationã 2 satisfiesã 2 (1) = a (1) whilẽ
The perturbationã 3 has the propertiesã 3 (1) = a (1) andã 3 (1) = a(1), whilẽ
where a ub denotes an upper bound and a lb a lower bound of a on γ, uniformly chosen over geodesic segments of length 1. Thus declaringã 3 a Jacobi field perturbs b(1) by at least a constant times , with the constant depending only on the upper and lower bounds of a along γ([0, 1]). We claim that the perturbation to the curvature function along γ that produces the above perturbations to Jacobi fields is small. Consider the curvature k(t) = K(t, 0) along γ. Declaringã i to be a Jacobi field gives a new curvaturek i along γ. From the Jacobi equation we havẽ
where (a − ψ i ) lb denotes a lower bound of a − ψ i on γ, uniform over such geodesic segments (e.g. for small enough , can take (a − ψ i ) lb = a lb − C > 0). Hence we need only perturb k by O( ), with the constant depending only on the curvature k, the constant C, and the lower bound of a − ψ i . The Inverse Function Theorem now produces a ball of some radius δ > 0 about DP . Let K(γ) be the Banach space of Gaussian curvatures along γ (equivalently, the space of continuous functions on [0, 1]), and let Φ : K(γ) → Sp(1) be the map assigning to each curvaturek the map DP (γ,g), whereg is a metric for which γ is a geodesic andk is the curvature ofg along γ. (This is welldefined because DP is determined by the Jacobi fields a and b, whose values are determined by the curvature.) The three one-parameter families σ i (k; s) = k + s(k i − k), for i = 1, 2, 3, define a 3-dimensional subspace S ⊂ K(γ) sincek i − k are independent functions over R.
2 Then the derivative of Φ| S at k, in coordinates determined by the curves σ i on S ⊂ K(γ) and a (1), a(1), b(1) on Sp(1), is given by
By the Inverse Function Theorem, Φ| S is a local diffeomorphism, so that the image of a neighborhood of k under Φ| S contains a ball of some radius δ > 0 about DP = DP (γ, g) in Sp(1). Moreover, δ can be set independently of γ because all of the above computations depend continuously on the curvature k and the space of geodesic segments on S of length one is compact.
2.2.
Perturbing k by perturbing g. For any curvaturek C 0 -close to k, we can construct a metricg supported in a tubular neighborhood W of γ with curvaturek along γ. This uses a wellknown construction using Jacobi fields on the geodesics eminating perpendicularly from γ. We will show thatg is C 2 -close to g, and that this distance is independent of W . First, extendk to the Fermi coordinate neighborhood U by settingK(t, x) =k(t) (i.e., the new curvature is constant in the x-direction). For each t, letĴ t (x) be the Jacobi field satisfyingĴ t (x) +K(t, x)Ĵ t (x) = 0 with initial conditionsĴ t (0) = 1,Ĵ t (0) = 0, and similarly for J t (x) with K(t, x) (the curvature for the metric g). In Fermi coordinates the metric g takes the form
which we will interpolate with g to get a metricg. For notational convenience, set ∆(t, x) = J t (x) − J t (x) and let ∆(t, x) C r ,W be the C r norm of ∆(t, x)| W . Let ϕ be a C 2 bump function such that
and set ϕ η (x) = ϕ(x/η). Then for the tubular neighborhood
. Notice that a smaller tubular neighborhood (i.e. smaller η) means larger C 2 norm of ϕ η , but smaller ∆(t, x) C r ,W . These effects cancel, as demonstrated below by calculating estimates of g − g C 2 and showing that this quantity does not depend on W . One the one hand, note that (for
2 It is cleark 3 − k is independent from the other two, since the perturbation is supported on a different interval.
To see thatk 2 − k andk 1 − k are independent over R, note thatk 1 − k is nonvanishing, whilek 2 − k must vanish at some point in ] , 1[ in order to make ψ 2 (1) = 0.
On the other hand, Lemma 5. For η small enough,
is continuous on U , and we can choose W thin enough so that
Hence D∆(t, x) grows at a rate at most 2 k − k C 0 in the x-direction on W , and
Similar reasoning shows
Recall that for C 2 functions f and g, we have
Then, by the estimates above,
2.3.
Avoiding a finite number of transverse geodesics. Let F = {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n } be a finite set of geodesic segments that are transverse to γ, with ξ i intersecting γ at the point ξ * i . Since there are finitely many segments, the angles at which the ξ i intersect γ are bounded below. Then, for thin enough W , we can avoid perturbing the metric in a neighborhood V of F (using the construction above) by not perturbing the curvature k in a neighborhood V * of the points {ξ * 1 , . . . , ξ * n } on γ. Moreover, V * can be made arbitrarily small by shrinking W (see Figure 2) . Thus, retaining the ability to perturb DP a uniform distance while making supp (g − g) ⊂ W \ V is a consequence of the following lemma (applied tok and a curvaturek 1 equal to k on V * andk outside a small neighborhood of V * ). Figure 2 . Avoiding perturbing g in neighborhoods of a finite number of geodesic segments.
Lemma 6. Let γ be as above, and C some constant. For any > 0 and any curvature k 1 along γ with k 1 − k C 0 < C, there exists a δ > 0 (depending on ) such that if supp (k 1 − k) ⊂ γ is contained in a set of Lebesgue measure δ, then DP 1 − DP < .
Proof. Let j be a Jacobi field for k along γ, and j 1 a Jacobi field for k 1 with the same initial conditions. From the two Jacobi equations, we get
which is a perterbation of the Jacobi equation for k by g(t) = (k 1 − k)(t)j 1 (t). That is, y(t) = j(t) − j 1 (t) is a solution to the non-homogeneous second order equation
with y(0) = y (0) = 0. Since the Jacobi fields a and b are independent solutions 3 to the corresponding homogeneous second order equation y + ky = 0, using a variation of parameters yields the solution
Since all of these functions are bounded, both y(t) and y (t) can be made arbitrarily small by making the support of k 1 − k (and thus the support of g(t)) arbitrarily small.
Franks' lemma for higher-dimensional geodesic flows
This section generalizes the techniques of the previous section to give a proof of Franks' lemma for geodesic flows in higher dimensions, as found in [6] . The relevant spaces, along with their dimension, are given below:
Let γ be a non-intersecting geodesic segment of length 1 and fix a set of Fermi coordinates (t; x 1 , . . . , x n ) along γ with coordinate neighborhood U . The map DP = DP (γ, g; 0, 1) takes the following form on Jacobi fields along γ:
The 2n-dimensional space of Jacobi fields has a basis given by the column vectors of the n × n matrices A(t) and B(t) with initial conditions A(0) = Id n×n , A (0) = 0 n×n and B(0) = 0 n×n , B (0) = Id n×n . This allows us to write down DP in coordinates:
Below, we consider linear Poincaré maps from Σγ (a) to Σγ (b) for varying a, b ∈ [0, 1]. When writing down the matrix DP (γ, g; a, b), we will make a time shift so that a = 0; then A and B give bases for Lagrangian subspaces of Jacobi fields defined with initial conditions at 0 as above, and
This has the notational advantage that DP (t 1 + t 2 ) = DP (t 2 )DP (t 1 ), where DP (t 2 ) is understood to be DP (γ, g; t 1 , t 1 + t 2 ). We wish to find dim Sp(n) = 2n 2 + n curves in G 2 (M ) such that their images under the map DP (γ, ·) : G 2 (M ) → Sp(n) span the tangent space at DP , and then use the Inverse Function
Theorem to produce an open ball in Sp(n). In higher dimensions, the fact that the curvature matrix R = g(R(·,γ)γ, ·) is symmetric and must remain so under perturbation imposes a nontrivial restriction on how A can be perturbed, via the equationR =Ã Ã −1 . In fact, it is not obvious how to perturb A while keepingR =Ã Ã −1 symmetric, so we consider instead U A = A A −1 . Differentiating and employing the Jacobi equation shows that U A (t) satisfies the Riccati equation
A + R = 0. Working with the Riccati equation has the advantage that making a symmetric perturbation to U A guarantees (in fact, is equivalent to) that the perturbed curvature will be symmetric.
As described below, the three families of perturbations from Section 2 generalize to give 3 · dim S(n) = 3 2 (n 2 + n) one-parameter families of perturbations to DP . This leaves 1 2 (n 2 − n) = dim O(n) dimensions to fill in Sp(n), which we do by making two perturbations at different points along γ that cancel each other out modulo the effects of the dynamics along γ in between these points. This is possible as long as there are points along γ for which the matrix R has distinct eigenvalues. Geometrically, this can be seen as supplying some rotation in the dynamics along γ.
3.1.
The set G 1 . Let G 1 be the set of metrics for which every geodesic segment of length 1 2 has some point at which the curvature matrix R has distinct eigenvalues. More precisely, let h : S(n) → R ≥0 be given by
where λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ . . . ≤ λ n are the eigenvalues of R. It is evident that h(R) ≥ 0, and h(R) = 0 if and only if R has repeated eigenvalues. Let H : G 2 (M ) → R ≥0 be the smallest value of h over all length-1 2 geodesics on SM :
Denote the set of metrics for which this number is strictly positive by G 1 = {g ∈ G 2 (M )|H(g) > 0}. Theorem 6.1 of [6] states that H :
. This means that for a C 2 open and dense set of metrics, any geodesic segment of length 1 2 has a point along it where the eigenvalues of R have at least a certain amount of separation, depending only on the metric g. We need this property when assembling perturbations in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.
Perturbing DP by perturbing the curvature matrix R. First, we need to make explicit how perturbations to U A = ψ and DP are related. A(t), A (t) and U A (t) satisfy the equations
and
ForŨ A = U A + ψ, letÃ(t) be the resulting perturbation of A(t) and write ∆A(t) =Ã(t) − A(t); similarly forB(t),DP (t), ∆B(t), and ∆DP (t). Then
From the data A(t), we can also write down B(t). As in Section 2, reduction of order on the Jacobi equation A = −RA gives:
(See, for instance, [8] .) Then
Notice that A, A , and B determine B , since differentiating the above formula for B yields
This describes the relation between perturbing U A and DP . R and U A are related via the Riccati equation R + U
2
A + U A = 0. DeclaringŨ A to satisfy this equation yields a new curvature matrixR, and
Let · : Mat(n) → R be the matrix norm defined by A = max j i |a ij |, which is the maximum of the column vector sums. This norm is submultiplicative, which is used extensively in the estimates below. For a matrix M depending on , write M = O( ) if M ≤ C for a constant C, and M = Θ( ) if c ≤ M ≤ C for some constants c and C. We will use Θ( ) rather than O( ) to indicate that some entry of the matrix M has size bounded from below by c ; in particular, M is not too small. If we are only concerned with a general size estimate of ∆DP (t) resulting from a change to the curvature of size ∆R = O( ), then the Jacobi equation along with the initial conditions for A(t) and B(t) yield
3.2.1. Perturbation functions and their effects. Consider C ∞ functions satisfying the following properties:
and let ψ ij k be the symmetric n × n matrix M with m ij = m ji = ψ k and 0 otherwise. Write
Heuristically, the following computational lemmas show that, over the above intervals of support, adding ψ 1 to U A perturbs A , adding ψ 2 to U A perturbs A, and adding ψ 3 to U A perturbs B. The estimates follow from relatively straight-forward applications of Equations 1-5. Note that the differing sizes of support of the perturbations are in order that their effects are of the same size.
Lemma 7. LetŨ
and ∆R = O( ).
Proof. From the Riccati equation and the initial conditions for
Then by Equation 5 ,
Equation 6, along with ∆R(t) = O( ), give
,
Proof. Since ψ
, we have
Proof. Since Ψ 
From Equation 3 and Lemma 10 (below) we get
while from Equation 4 and Lemma 10 we get
The following technical lemma is necessary when giving estimates based on Equation 3 , and is used above in computations of the proof of Lemma 9. It says, roughly, that ∆((
, which we will do by integrating the derivative of g along a path from A(s) toÃ(s). Hence
where X = (1 − r)A(s) + rÃ(s) = A(s) + r∆A(s). Let us compute D X g(Y ) (we will apply this to
which is the symmetrization of (
3.2.2. Perturbation schema. Let g ∈ G 1 and consider a length 1 piece of geodesic γ. Let t 0 be the time for which R(t 0 ) has distinct eigenvalues, with separation |λ i − λ j | ≥ H(g); we consider the map DP over an interval
For the following, we will make a time shift so that t 0 = 0, and work with the following particular set of Fermi coordinates. Since R is symmetric, R(0) can be diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix Q to
with λ i distinct by assumption. Let v 1 , . . . v n be the eigenvectors for R(0); we will write DP (d) in Fermi coordinates based on this set of orthonormal vectors in Tγ (0) Σ 0 . Note that the map DP (t) for the original metric, for small enough t, is DP (t) = Id + O(t). For Perturbation IV, we need a finer description of DP (d). The matrix R is not constant along γ, but since g is a C 3 metric there is a constant C such that R ≤ C on M . Then
where P (t) C 1 ≤ C. In particular, since P (0) = 0, we have
Then, using the definitions of A and B, we have
Hence
where I(λ) = diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ n ). We will perform the following families of perturbations to U A along γ (see Figure 3) . Note that the factor of d in Perturbations I, II, and III is to make the size of the perterbation effect the same as that for Perturbation IV. 
Then, using the fact that DP (t 1 + t 2 ) = DP (t 2 )DP (t 1 ),
where the * is an entry of O( δ 3 d) (this block will not be used when we put coordinates on Sp(n)).
The next perturbation makes use of the natural rotation of the dynamics when the curvature matrix R has n distinct eigenvalues. When R ≡ 0, for instance, the two ends of Perturbation IV cancel out and we are left with the original linear Poincaré map DP ; however, because of the distinct eigenvalues of R, the effects of the initial perturbation rotate slightly before the end perturbation takes place, as in the Figure 4 . This produces a perturbation with antisymmetric components to A(d). which for δ small enough has full rank and therefore, by the Inverse Function Theorem, Φ| S is a diffeomorphism. In particlar, the image of a neighborhood of R under Φ| S contains a ball of radius δ > 0 about DP = DP (γ, g) in Sp(n). Since all constants in the above calculations depend only on the original metric g, the value of H(g), and the size of ∆R (determined by the neighborhood U), δ depends only on g and U (and is uniform over the geodesic γ). This shows that we can perturb DP (γ, g, t 0 , t 0 + d) in a ball of uniform size. Since DP (γ, g, 0, 1) = DP (γ, g, t 0 + d, 1) · DP (γ, g, t 0 , t 0 + d) · DP (γ, g, 0, t 0 ) and the size of DP (γ, g, a, b) ∈ Sp(n) is uniformly bounded above and below for [a, b] ⊂ [0, 1], this also shows that we can perturb DP (γ, g, 0, 1) in a ball of uniform size.
3.3. Perturbing R by perturbing g. In this section, for any one-parameter family of curvature matricesR(t) = R(t) + ∆R(t) that are C 0 -close to R(t), we define a metricg supported in a tubular neighborhood W of γ, show that it has Jacobi curvature matrixR along γ, show thatg is C 2 close to g, and that this distance is independent of W . Recall that in Fermi coordinates, ∂ ∂x i ∂ ∂x j g 00 (t; 0) = −2R iooj (t; 0), and that R iooj (t; 0) are the components R ij (t) of the Jacobi curvature matrix ( [11] ). Define a new metric g 1 in these coordinates by 
which does not depend on η. Hence g − g C 2 ≤ O( ) so thatg is a C 2 -small perturbation of g. The argument for avoiding perturbing the metric around a finite number of transverse geodesics follows the same lines as in Section 2.
